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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Characterizing Communication Between Transition-Aged Foster Youth and Their Social Workers: Implications for Youth and Worker Satisfaction

by

Sabrina Marion Richardson
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New policy efforts to support transition-aged foster youth (TAY) were implemented through the 2008 Federal Fostering Connections to Success Act in response to studies showing a) that foster youth who exit the child welfare system at 18 struggle in multiple domains during the transition to adulthood, and b) extended foster care supports through age 21 are associated with improved adaptation. However, there remains a need to clarify factors that influence policy uptake by TAY. Youths’ and workers’ satisfaction with the foster care service provision process may influence youths’ decision making regarding whether or not to opt out of extended care and the quality of social workers’ service provision, respectively. This study examined communication characteristics between TAY and their social workers as related to youth- and worker-reported satisfaction and relationship quality. Youth-worker dyads ($N = 51$; youth $M_{\text{age}} = 18.69$ years, $SD = .44$; 56.9% female) were audio-recorded during a routine monthly meeting. Instrumental and affective communication features were rated in 5-minute samples across...
full speech, verbal content (i.e., transcripts), and non-verbal tone (i.e., content filtered speech) channels. Principle Component Analyses identified primary communication factors of TAY and social workers. Bivariate analyses revealed significant correlations among communication factors within and across channels, as well as with youths’ and workers’ reported satisfaction and perceived relationship quality. Youth expressed their true feelings about their workers and foster care in their full speech, and, relatedly, workers were most attuned to features of youths’ communication present in full speech. In contrast, workers expressed their true feelings about the youth in the content of their speech, and relatedly, youth were most attuned to features of workers’ communication present in the transcribed content of workers’ speech. At the dyadic level, planned contrasts evaluated the importance of communicative congruence between workers and youth. Workers were responsive to congruence in positivity, whereas youth were more responsive to congruence in negativity. When congruence was not present, workers appeared to have more influence over the communicative process than youth. These findings highlight the relevance of communication-based research and training for applied efforts to support TAY in and beyond the child welfare system.
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Introduction

Foster youth are among the most at-risk groups in the US, evidencing more severe and persistent vulnerabilities when compared to other risk groups, such as those characterized by low socioeconomic status or minority group membership (Barrat & Berliner, 2013). Foster youth encounter many challenges as a result of the child maltreatment and trauma experiences that typically precipitate child welfare intervention, and also because the journey through foster care is often marked by high levels of disruption and loss (Newton, Litrownik, & Landsverk, 2000; Unrau, Seita, & Putney, 2008). These multiple risks make it extraordinarily difficult for foster youth to negotiate salient developmental challenges effectively, such as making friends and succeeding in school.

The Plight of Older Youth in Foster Care

While many foster youth attain permanence through adoption or restored family relationships, about 10% of foster youth remain in the child welfare system until their 18th birthday (Adoption and Foster Care Statistics [AFCARS], 2013). For the 30,000 youth who turn 18 and “age out” or “emancipate” from foster care each year nationwide, the transition to adulthood is fraught with difficulty. The state of California accounts for nearly one-quarter of the Nation’s foster youth in its county-based child welfare system; approximately 7,000 youth turn 18 in California’s foster care system annually (Webster et al., 2015). California is advancing the leading edge of policy implementation to support the uniquely vulnerable group of transition-aged foster youth (TAY) through
non-minor dependency (i.e., extended foster care). Thus, California is a unique context to elucidate factors associated with risk and resilience among TAY (Courtney, Charles, Okpych, Napolitano, & Halsted, 2014).

The plight of older foster youth is of increasing interest to policy makers in light of consistent research reports showing that TAY face challenges across multiple domains upon their emancipation from the child welfare system. Youth exiting foster care are at disproportionate risk for homelessness with estimates indicating that 40-50% of youth will be homeless at least once during the first years following their emancipation, and approximately 20% will experience chronic homelessness (Dworsky, Napolitano, & Courtney, 2013; Fowler, Toro, & Miles, 2009). Foster youth have the lowest rates of high school graduation when compared to low SES groups, with only 58% of TAY in California earning a high school diploma compared to 84% statewide (Barrat & Berliner, 2013). This education gap widens at the post-secondary level with only 3.2% of emancipated foster youth nationwide earning a four-year degree by age 26 versus 36.3% of age-matched youth in the general population (Courtney, Brown, Cary, Love, & Vorhies, 2011). Not surprisingly in the face of low educational achievement, TAY also struggle to gain and maintain employment, with only 56% of TAY reporting any kind of employment during the first three years after emancipation versus 64% in the general population of same-age youth (Courtney et al., 2011; Hook & Courtney, 2011).

Mental and physical health problems are also elevated among youth emancipating from foster care (Keller, Salazar, & Courtney, 2010). Approximately 60% of TAY have met criteria for one or more mental illnesses by the time they emancipate as compared to
30-40% of their age-matched peers (Kessler et al., 2005) and approximately 40% are eligible for special education services as compared to 13% in the general population (Powers et al., 2012; U.S. Department of Education, 2014). Physical health problems are overrepresented in this population with 86.7% showing one or more healthcare needs while in care, with particular elevations in dermatological, respiratory, dental, hematological (i.e., anemia), auditory/visual, and trauma-related problems; additionally, over half (56.7%) of foster youth qualify for additional developmental screening tests, and an estimated 60% of those who are screened are recommended for developmental support services (Chernoff, Combs-Orme, Risley-Curtiss, & Heisler, 1994; Leslie et al., 2005). Perhaps reflecting these cumulative adversities, crime perpetration rates are elevated among emancipated youth with nearly half (46%; Cusick, Havlicek, & Courtney, 2012) experiencing at least one arrest between the ages of 18 and 24 compared to an estimated 30.2% of youth in the general population (Brame, Turner, Paternoster, & Bushway, 2012).

Importantly, these developmental domains of competence are interdependent (Denham et al., 2003; Gauvain & Perez, 2007; Masten & Obradović, 2006). For example, residential instability at emancipation both predicts and follows from educational and employment difficulties, which, in turn, may reflect or precipitate mental, physical, and behavioral health vulnerabilities (Cusick et al., 2012; Fowler et al., 2009). The inability of contemporary service implementation systems to address these multifaceted and interconnected vulnerabilities is of pressing concern (Courtney, Dworsky, & Peters, 2009; Jensen & Foster, 2010).
The Independent Living Program (ILP), which is funded by congress through Title IV-E, is the primary program to support TAY with life skills training and resources. However, while youth who participate in ILP report select program-relevant benefits, such as increased abilities to set goals, find job training, and ask for help, other key domains such as homelessness, mental health, access to medical care, and criminality, do not appear to benefit from ILP services (Lemon, Hines, & Merdinger, 2005). In light of the ongoing challenges facing youth who age out of foster care, policy makers have advocated for reforms to better support TAY.

**Fostering Connections to Success for Older Foster Youth**

Accumulating evidence of the hardships foster youth encounter upon emancipation prompted a wave of research to evaluate the potential impact of system-wide policy shifts to improve support (and adaptive outcomes) for TAY in the United States. Over the past 20 years, a few states (e.g., Illinois, New York) have offered extended care support to foster youth until age 21. These states provide “natural experiments” (Rutter, 2007) through which we can evaluate the impact of extended care on TAY outcomes. Capitalizing on this opportunity, Mark Courtney launched the Midwest Study in 2002 to examine the transition to adulthood among 732 TAY in Illinois ($N = 474$), which offers extended care support, and in the neighboring states of Iowa ($N = 63$) and Wisconsin ($N = 195$), which do not offer extended foster care services (Courtney et al., 2007; Courtney et al., 2011; Courtney, Terao, & Bost, 2004). As compared to age-matched emancipated foster youth in Iowa and Wisconsin, TAY in Illinois benefitted from the support of extended foster care services to age 21; they were almost twice as
likely to have attended college, and more than twice as likely to have completed a year of college by age 21 (Courtney et al., 2009). Housing outcomes were similarly disparate with youth from Iowa and Wisconsin being 30% more likely to be homeless than those from Illinois before age 21 (Dworsky et al., 2013). Although data are pending, the interdependence of education and housing with other adaptive domains, such as employment and earnings, suggests these youth may have lasting benefits from extended foster care support as they transition into adult careers (Courtney et al., 2009).

Informed by the relative success of Illinois TAY and by numerous studies supporting the probable benefits of extended care, the Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act was passed in 2008 to authorize federal reimbursement under the Social Security Act Title IV-E to fund extended foster care services to age 21 at each State’s discretion (United States Congress 1305, 2008). Bolstered by economic analyses indicating that extended foster care would yield a two-fold gain in individual earnings (and decreased federal costs) across the lifetime of an individual TAY for every federal dollar invested in extended foster care (Courtney et al., 2009), California’s Fostering Connections to Success Act (Assembly Bill 12 [AB-12]) was signed into law in 2010. Under the provisions of AB-12, eligible California TAY have been automatically enrolled in extended foster care (aka non-minor dependent care) at the time of their 18th birthday since January 1, 2012. With the support of AB-12, eligible TAY in California receive extended care supports until age 21 if they are attending school at least half time, working at least 80 hours per month, or unable to do either due to a disability. To participate in non-minor dependency, youth must agree to retain an open dependency
case, attend bi-annual court hearings, meet monthly with a social worker, and live in an approved placement. Youth who agree to follow these guidelines and remain in care benefit from a host of support services, including foster parent payments to provide ongoing residential and relational stability with a foster family, help finding and renting an apartment, case management, education and employment guidance, and monetary support for living expenses.

**Should I Stay or Should I Go? Youths’ Decisions Regarding Extended Foster Care**

Despite the wealth of resources available to youth who continue to access foster care support beyond age 18, a significant minority of foster youth opt out of extended care benefits. In Illinois, approximately 70% of youth remain in foster care until 19, and just over half stay until they turn 20 (Courtney, Dworsky, & Pollack, 2007). Yet, little is known about when and why a sizable minority of youth opt out of extended care. Based on the Illinois case, approximately 30% of California foster youth are expected to opt out of AB-12. Given the likely benefits of extended foster care, efforts to elucidate factors associated with youths’ decision making regarding their ongoing relationship with the child welfare system is of pressing importance to encourage AB-12 participation and adherence.

Several factors may influence youths’ decision making regarding extended foster care. First, administrative constraints on youths’ freedom may prompt some youth to opt out of care. For example, although returning to live with a biological parent is among the most common living situations for emancipated youth (Courtney & Dworsky, 2006), AB-12 stipulates that youth cannot reside with a family member who has not been approved
by the child welfare system. Second, consistent with developmentally normative bids for autonomy in late adolescence (Arnett, 2000; Schwartz, Côté, & Arnett, 2005), youth may wish to get out from under the watchful eye of the system and its agents (e.g., social workers, judges; Samuels & Pryce, 2008). Third, fatigue with the system, including frustration or dislike of the system and experienced failures in accessing needed services may prompt youth to opt out of extended care (McCoy, McMillen, & Spitznagel, 2008). Fourth, some evidence suggests that youth who have more educational and employment deficits, and more behavioral problems are less likely to receive care services past age 18 (Leathers & Testa, 2006; McCoy et al., 2008). This latter finding is particularly worrisome as it suggests that youth who are the most vulnerable may be least likely to gain or mobilize TAY support services. Finally, although rarely considered, youths’ relationship with child welfare system representatives, particularly social workers, may influence their decision making about whether to stay or go when faced with the option of entering non-minor dependency.

**The Challenges of Social Work: Social Worker Job Satisfaction**

Although they play a critical role in the child welfare system and in youths’ perceptions of the care that they are receiving, few studies have examined if and how social workers may influence youths’ decision making about extended care. Social workers are directly responsible for the safety of youth in care and serve as gatekeepers to much needed resources, yet they are among the most taxed workers in our society. Not surprisingly, data show high rates of worker turnover (i.e., 22% leave their post within one year; American Public Human Services Administration [APHSA], 2005) and
vacancy (i.e., on average, 8% of worker positions are unfilled; APHSA, 2005).
Importantly, government data indicate that as much as 50% of worker turnover is for
preventable reasons, such as low job satisfaction due to inadequate supervision and
reward systems (General Accounting Office, 2004), limited opportunities for career
growth (Chen, Park, & Park, 2012), burnout and isolation (Barak, Nissly, & Levin, 2001;
Chen et al., 2012), and large caseloads (Thomas, Kohli, & Choi, 2014). In a recent meta-
analysis, Kim and Kao (2014) found that job stress and burnout were particularly
predictive of turnover among child welfare workers, as were safety concerns for the
children under their care, workers’ perceptions of a large caseload, and role ambiguity
(i.e., confusion about decision making processes and tasks attendant with one’s job). In
sum, many factors, both individual and organization-wide, may affect social workers’ job
satisfaction, and, by extension, their capacity to provide stable and high quality resources
and relationships to youth in care.

The quality of the youth-worker relationship may impact youths’ satisfaction with
the care they receive in the child welfare context. In turn, youths’ satisfaction may
influence their decision making regarding extended foster care, as it may influence
aforementioned factors related to youths’ trust in the safety assessments of the worker,
their comfort with ongoing system monitoring, and their follow through with
recommended resources that would facilitate engagement in extended care. Thus,
identifying factors that influence youths’ satisfaction with their social worker has the
potential to inform efforts to engage youth in extended foster care support services.
Moreover, to the extent that workers who are more satisfied with their jobs may perform
their jobs with greater competence (Barth, Lloyd, Christ, Chapman, & Dickinson, 2008), factors associated with worker satisfaction may also contribute to youth satisfaction with their care experience.

**Developmental Considerations in the Youth-Worker Relationship and Implications for Non-Minor Care at the Transition to Adulthood**

Developmentally informed research can give insight into what matters most for these youth at this time of life. Jeffrey Arnett (2000) identified emerging adulthood as a distinct developmental period between adolescence and adulthood. Spanning the ages of 18 to 25, Arnett proposed that emerging adults continue to be concerned with identity exploration in the areas of love and work, but they are more focused than during the teenage years. Importantly, this prolonged period of pre-adult exploration necessitates an ongoing balancing act between autonomy and relatedness as youth seek the freedom to make their own choices, yet also retain a strong need for relationships to support their explorations (Arnett, 2000; Ryan & Deci, 2000).

Just as Arnett argues that autonomy and relatedness are complimentary, Ryan and Deci (2000) note that youth who are autonomously motivated have typically developed within a social context that supports relatedness. Although Ryan and Deci (2000) argue that striving for autonomy and relational connectedness are mainstays throughout development, it may be especially important to consider these processes at the time youth enter legal adulthood and separate from many of the supportive connections in the family home. For older foster youth, the challenges of young adulthood may be especially taxing as TAY may have had limited or distorted encounters with autonomy and relatedness in
the context of the child welfare system and/or in their families of origin. Qualitative work by Geenan and Powers (2007) highlights perceived barriers to self-determination as a common theme voiced by youth in care. This research indicates that youth commonly confront challenges to their healthy development of autonomy and connectedness, as, for example, when providers who are “in charge” of their case make plans without consulting the youth or ignore her/his input.

Developmental theory and research suggest that the youth-worker relationship may be especially important and dynamic during the transition from adolescence to adulthood. However, the fit between developmental needs and child welfare policies is imperfect. Age-appropriate development calls for a youth-social worker relationship that includes both autonomy seeking and relationship maintenance from TAY, alongside autonomy support and tolerance for exploration (and mistakes) from the social worker. An important stipulation in California’s AB-12 policy acknowledges this precarious balance such that youth can opt out of extended care but later return should they find that they are in need of additional supports. In line with this possibility, the challenge for social workers supporting TAY may be to maintain a flexible balance so as to enable youth to explore and make mistakes while retaining a sense that they can return without judgment or reproach. Indeed, it is likely that many youth will desire or actually attempt departures from care at some point during this transition period. However, it remains to be seen if youth will find it easy to return, or if an overdeveloped sense of self-reliance will cause youth to continue to struggle on their own past the point of service termination at age 21.
Communication Dynamics: Not Just *What* You Say, but *How* You Say It

The field of communication dynamics has provided an important lens to examine a wide array of relationships. Much of this research began with work in the 1960s by Robert Rosenthal, who began a targeted investigation of experimental bias through experimenter expectancy effects. Documenting a form of self-fulfilling prophecy, Rosenthal (1963) found that experimenters who were aware of study hypotheses were more likely to treat experimental participants differently, thereby changing the results to meet their expectations.

This finding led to further efforts to elucidate the mechanisms underlying apparent relations between experimenters’ expectations and changes in participants’ task performance. Key facets of communication were hypothesized to change in predictable ways as a function of experimenter knowledge (and resultant bias). For example, informed experimenters evidenced prolonged interaction times, and leaned in closer to participants; other features, such as anxious fidgeting and changes in voice tone, were also found to be influential experimenter effects on participant performance (Rosenthal, Mulry, Persinger, Vikan-Kline, & Grothe, 1964). In one of the earliest expansions of this work, Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) extended what was known about experimenter effects to examine how teachers’ expectations may influence student performance. In this study, teachers were told at random that objectively comparable students were gifted or remedial. As a result of this (mis)information, the so-called “gifted” children demonstrated observable IQ gains across the study – powerfully suggesting that teacher
bias and resulting differential student treatment could transform students into higher (or lower) performers.

Rosenthal (1973) later proposed a four factor theory of verbal and nonverbal processes thought to explain prior findings showing links between teachers’ expectations and students’ achievement, namely climate, feedback, input, and output. Climate refers to the verbal or nonverbal affective quality of interpersonal interaction (e.g., warmth, hostility). Feedback refers to the notion that teachers may give more differentiated verbal feedback to students for whom they have more positive expectations – i.e., teachers may provide a response that is more contingent on the correctness and specificity of what a “gifted” student has said (and may accept poor answers from “non-gifted” students). Input refers to teachers’ tendencies to teach more material, as well as more difficult material, to students whom they perceive as gifted. Output refers to teachers’ tendencies to provide more opportunities for students to respond to questions when they are perceived as gifted. In subsequent meta-analytic work examining over twenty years of studies on teacher expectancy effects, Harris and Rosenthal (1985) confirmed the validity of these factors, particularly climate, input, and output, for understanding relations between teachers’ expectations and student outcomes. This quantitative review indicated that when teachers held positive expectations for students, teachers evidenced increased warmth and less negativity, provided more praise and less criticism, were more accepting of student ideas, were less likely to ignore students, provided more input, and allowed students to answer more questions in class. The powerful implications of this research for
efforts to support the education of all students are clear, and expectancy research findings have ignited interest in the field of verbal and nonverbal communication dynamics.

The study of communication can be separated in many different ways. At the most basic level, some communication is verbal and some is nonverbal. The content of communicative data captures what the speakers are saying (or the verbal component) as revealed in transcribed or audio-recorded speech. The tone of communicative data captures how the speakers say what they say (or the nonverbal component). An audio recording of speech includes both verbal content and nonverbal tone, whereas transcribed speech is “pure” verbal content that is devoid of nonverbal (tone) elements. Similarly, a method called content filtering can provide “pure” nonverbal tone that has been filtered out of full speech by removing the highest frequencies that needed to clarify verbal meaning (P. L. Rogers, Schererf, & Rosenthal, 1971).

Pure content ratings of transcribed speech have been employed in varied areas of research, with content-based analyses used to understand a range of processes, including family emotion climate (Magaña et al., 1986), disclosure and liking of another person (Sermat & Smyth, 1973), and motivation (Pang, 2010). Verbal content can be further parsed into primarily instrumental communication, which is meant to relay information and guide the management of tasks, or primarily affective communication, which captures the socioemotional elements in a communicative relationship (Haskard, DiMatteo, & Heritage, 2009).

Prior research on patient-provider communication suggests that instrumental and affective content features are meaningful dimensions of communication that predict
adherence and response to intervention (Ong, De Haes, Hoos, & Lammes, 1995). Content analysis is particularly useful because verbal information can relay both instrumental features, such as providing information, alongside more nuanced affective communication features, such as conveying a sense of warmth or rejection. For example, in a study by Kraus, Apple, Morency, Wenzel, and Winton (1981) sought to compare whether judges could correctly identify the emotions of women answering questions that evoked either positive or negative emotion states, comparing differing channels of communication: transcriptions (verbal content only), content-filtered audio (nonverbal tone only) and a silent behavioral visual channel (nonverbal behavior only). Results showed that verbal content in transcriptions or as compared to content-filtered and silent behavioral visual channels was the most important channel in accurately assessing another person’s affective information, accounting for 51.8% of the variance in affective judgements. In other research, collaborative and inclusive communicative content (e.g., rewarding clients attempts to participate, giving information specific to each client’s needs) has been shown to engender client engagement during family planning appointments in Kenya (Kim, Odallo, Thuo, & Kols, 1999) and greater patient satisfaction among individuals with diabetes in the United States (Moran, Bekker, & Latchford, 2008). Other work suggests that instrumental factors are important for promoting patient enablement (marked by better understanding and coping with illness) when present in conjunction with affective elements that confer a sense of agreement, legitimization, and support (Pawlikowska, Zhang, Griffiths, van Dalen, & van der Vleuten, 2012).
In contrast to verbal communication, which can feature both instrumental and affective elements, nonverbal communication conveys primarily affective information (Laplante & Ambady, 2003). Nonverbal communication features capture *how* speakers are communicating in the interaction, rather than *what* they are speaking about. Nonverbal communication features may include behaviors, such as gestures and body language that can be seen in video recordings, and/or nonverbal tone that can be extracted from audio-recorded speech. Prior research has shown relations between body language (e.g., leaning forward, nodding, smiling; Ambady, Koo, Rosenthal, & Winograd, 2002; Chaikin, Sigler, & Derlega, 1974; DiMatteo, Taranta, Friedman, & Prince, 1980), eye contact (Harris & Rosenthal, 1985; Mast, 2007), and microexpressions (e.g., momentary facial movements; Ekman & Friesen, 1974) and a range of outcomes, including treatment satisfaction and adherence in clinical settings. While nonverbal tone typically exists alongside verbal information, tone can be separated from verbal content through a content-filtering procedure that removes the highest frequencies of sound from speech to yield an audio track of perceptually muffled, word-free voices that nevertheless convey a range of tonal elements, including intonation, rhythm, tempo, and volume (P. L. Rogers et al., 1971). Research has shown that the quality of nonverbal communication features, including tone of speech, predict a range of outcomes in diverse areas, including the health care system (Haskard, Williams, DiMatteo, Heritage, & Rosenthal, 2007), judicial system (Blanck, Rosenthal, Hart, & Bernieri, 1989), management (Eden, 1992; Reynolds, 2007) the military (Kierein & Gold, 2000), and even as applied to animal studies (Rosenthal & Fode, 1963).
Particularly within the clinical and health care context, researchers have sought to parse nonverbal tone from verbal content to investigate whether the “how” of nonverbal communication can predict variance in important outcomes beyond the “what” of verbal content. In an early study, researchers found that the nonverbal tone of a doctor when talking with and about a patient with alcohol dependence influenced patient adherence to recommended treatment (Milmoe, Rosenthal, Biane, Chafets, & Wolf, 1967). Related work by Blanck and Rosenthal (1984) demonstrated that counselors with positive expectations of child clients conveyed lower hostility and higher warmth via nonverbal communicative tone than did counselors with negative expectations of the child’s social or physical abilities. In the healthcare field, DiMatteo, Taranta, Friedman, and Prince (1980) demonstrated that patients can pick up on their doctor’s nonverbal communication through body language and tone, and that doctors who were able to relay positive emotion through their nonverbal expressions (i.e., were seen as more sensitive) were rated as better at the “art of medical care” than other physicians. Roter, Hall and Katz (1987) also demonstrated that patients who interacted with physicians communicating with more intense/engaged intonation and less angry or bored tone endorsed more satisfaction during a role playing task. Similarly, Haskard, Williams, DiMatteo, Heritage, and Rosenthal (2007) found that observer ratings of warmth, hostility, competence, and enthusiasm in a provider’s tone influenced patients’ reported trust in the provider, perceived relationship quality, medication adherence, and sense of control. As applied to intervention, research suggests that doctors who were trained to be more attuned to nonverbal communication features had patients who were more satisfied with their care.
(and these doctors were more satisfied with aspects of their jobs as well; Haskard et al., 2008). Together, these data suggest that nonverbal tone may impart important and meaningful information, including a sense of being cared for, in health settings, and that the incremental information communicated nonverbally may be obscured if researchers focus solely on verbal content.

Importantly, while verbal content and nonverbal tone may uniquely influence adjustment outcomes, some evidence suggests that verbal and nonverbal communicative features can also act synergistically, such that affective information communicated in both verbal content and nonverbal tone may be more influential than that conveyed through either content or tone alone. Likewise, a mismatch between the two (e.g., positive verbal, negative nonverbal) may be experienced as unpleasant and dissatisfying and may contribute to relationship distancing (Graves & Robinson, 1976; LaPlante & Ambady, 2002). Some work has examined the concept of leakage, or the idea that, relative to verbal content, it may be more difficult to mask nonverbal communicative tone, such that it may “leak” information to the listener despite the verbal content of what is said (Babad, Bernieri, & Rosenthal, 1991; Blanck & Rosenthal, 1982). Given robust evidence that both verbal and nonverbal communicative features contribute individually and interactively to the quality of relationships in diverse settings, this dissertation sought to evaluate the relation of worker-youth communication qualities with youths’ and workers’ satisfaction in the context of an audio-recorded monthly meeting.
Communication Quality and Ties with Youth and Worker Satisfaction

Communication research in healthcare settings suggests that much of the curative power of medicine may be attributed to the communicative quality of the physician-patient relationship (Roter et al., 1987). Similar dynamics may be key to understanding how service providers generally are more or less effective in their interaction with clients. Even in the context of the relatively short visits that characterize doctor-patient interactions (i.e., ~8-15 minutes; Block et al., 2013; Tai-Seale, McGuire, & Zhang, 2007), communicative verbal content and nonverbal tone evidence strong associations with varied health and adherence outcomes (DiMatteo, Reiter, & Gambone, 1994; DiMatteo et al., 1993). In the social service setting, Godfrey and Yoshikawa (2012) found that even brief exchanges with caseworkers in the context of a Welfare-to-Work program influenced client success. Specifically, workers’ satisfaction and perceived administrative support influenced the quality of workers’ communications with their clients and, by extension, the client’s economic status and their child’s mental health over time. These studies suggest that the quality of communication between TAY and the workers who serve them may be reciprocally related to youths’ and workers’ satisfaction, and, ultimately, to youths’ service engagement and workers’ competence. Indeed, some work has demonstrated that foster youth who are more satisfied with social service provision may be more engaged with extended care services (Geenen & Powers, 2007), just as satisfied patients evidence greater adherence and physical health (DiMatteo et al., 1993; Haskard et al., 2009; Zuger, 2004).
In addition to individual speakers and discrete communicative channels, verbal and nonverbal communicative channels within the individual may convey congruent or discordant information with generally positive or negative effects, respectively (Graves & Robinson, 1976). Congruence has been emphasized in psychotherapy research, and particularly in the humanistic tradition led by Carl Rogers. For Rogers, congruence between therapist and client signaled a genuine, reciprocal, and authentic relationship, which, in turn, would promote the client’s growth potential (Tudor & Worrall, 1994). In past work on communication examining this type of dyadic congruence, the degree of coordination (DiMatteo et al., 1994; Krupat, Bell, Kravitz, Thom, & Azari, 2001; Moran et al., 2008) and sense of familiarity (Beach, Roter, Wang, Duggan, & Cooper, 2006; Moran et al., 2008) between speakers have been shown to influence satisfaction, adherence, and wellbeing. Congruence or concordance may be evaluated within speakers (e.g., this individual says what she means) or across speakers (e.g., this is a well-balanced dyad with appropriate give and take). Whereas intraindividual congruence captures the consistency across verbal and nonverbal communicative channels, interindividual congruence captures the rhythmicity or synchrony of the communicative exchange, which generally leaves each member with a sense of having been heard, supported, and understood (Beebe, Jaffe, & Lachmann, 1992). Consistent with the tenets of the humanist tradition (Rogers, 1957), studies have shown that both individual (LaPlante & Ambady, 2002) and dyadic (Krupat et al., 2001) congruence indicators are associated with more effective and gratifying relationships.
Importantly, certain communicative elements may be more strongly related to consumers’ versus providers’ satisfaction. For example, professionalism, answering questions, and establishing positive rapport are factors that feature prominently in a successful healthcare relationship and evidence strong relations to patients’ satisfaction and adherence (Block et al., 2013; Epstein & Hundert, 2002; Haskard et al., 2009; Milmoe et al., 1967). For providers, however, patient communications characterized by question asking, autonomy seeking (Krupat et al., 2001; Oliveira et al., 2012; Williams, 2014), and relatively low distress (DiMatteo et al., 1994) may support providers’ satisfaction.

In the context of child welfare, prior research supports the hypothesis that youth and workers may be differentially sensitive to verbal versus nonverbal channels of communication. For example, relative to social workers, foster youth may be more sensitive to nonverbal affective communication. An extensive body of research shows that previously maltreated youth possess an attentional bias to nonverbal emotional cues (e.g., facial expressions), particularly cues signaling negativity, such as anger, fear, or rejection (e.g., Pollak & Sinha, 2002; Romens & Pollak, 2012). Although these attentional biases may promote adaptation in the context of hostile exchanges with caregivers, they may compromise flexible emotion regulation and social information processing in non-threatening contexts (Dodge & Frame, 1982; Leemerise & Arsenio, 2000; Maughan & Cicchetti, 2002). In a particularly illustrative study, Pollak, Cicchetti, Hornung, and Reed (2000) demonstrated how early adverse experiences may give rise to attentional bias or processing deficits in affect recognition. These researchers compared
physically abused, neglected, and non-maltreated preschoolers’ emotional discrimination abilities, by showing emotional faces and asking children to match the faces to their respective emotions. Results indicated that physically abused children evidenced a negative/hostile bias by linking faces more often to angry emotions, whereas neglected children had more difficulty discriminating between facial emotions. It is particularly notable that the deficits in emotion and face processing were consistent with the actual experiences of physical abuse versus neglect – children who are physically abused develop a bias to anger cues that may signal harm, and neglected children evidence emotion processing and discrimination skill deficits that likely follow from low levels of affective interaction and support from caregivers. Therefore, while affective information is important for all persons in understanding communication, there are additional factors, such as a history of maltreatment, which may contribute to individual differences in communication understanding. Given high rates of maltreatment among foster youth (Oswald, Heil, & Goldbeck, 2010) and evidence that maltreated youth may be more or differentially sensitive to nonverbal affective cues than youth who have not been maltreated, it is likely that nonverbal factors such as affective tone may be particularly important for effective communication with TAY.

The Current Study:

Communication and Satisfaction among TAY and their Social Workers

TAY are a uniquely vulnerable subset of child welfare clients, prompting increased outreach services and supports such as AB-12. Despite these efforts, TAY continue to struggle, at least in part, due to individual differences in service engagement.
Likewise, social workers are a particularly vulnerable subset of child welfare providers who may critically influence youths’ decisions to stay in care. As a result, there is a pressing need for research to inform and support best practices in this unique context.

The overarching goal of this dissertation was to evaluate the quality of communication between TAY and their social workers as related to youths’ and workers’ satisfaction with the interaction. Multiple channels of communication were examined at the level of both individual speakers and TAY-worker dyads, including full audio recorded speech (i.e., verbal and nonverbal features together), verbal content (i.e., transcripts), and nonverbal tone (i.e., content-filtered speech) at the level of the youth, worker, and the dyad itself as related to indices of youth and worker satisfaction with the quality of a routine monthly meeting.

**Research Questions**

**Q1: Youth Satisfaction:** How do communication features of the social worker, TAY, and the dyad influence youths’ satisfaction with the care they are receiving, and does this vary across full audio-recorded speech, the content of verbal transcripts, and nonverbal content-filtered tone from the worker, the youth, and the dyad?

**RQ1a.** What is the relative magnitude of associations between youths’ satisfaction with their care and workers’ full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?

**RQ1b.** What is the relative magnitude of associations between youths’ satisfaction with their care and youths’ full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?
RQ1c. What is the relative magnitude of associations between youths’ satisfaction with their care and dyadic full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?

RQ1d. What is the relation between youths’ level of satisfaction and empirical/statistical congruence in the dyad’s communication (i.e., the numerical difference between ratings of the youth and worker)?

Q2: Worker Satisfaction: How do communication features of TAY, the social worker, and the dyad related to workers' satisfaction with their jobs in the child welfare system and does this vary across full audio-recorded speech, the content of verbal transcripts, and nonverbal content-filtered tone from the worker, the youth, and the dyad?

RQ2a. What is the relative magnitude of associations of workers’ satisfaction with their jobs and youths’ full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?

RQ2b. What is the relative magnitude of associations of workers’ satisfaction with their jobs and workers’ full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?

RQ2c. What is the relative magnitude of associations of workers’ satisfaction with their jobs and dyadic full audio-recorded speech, transcribed verbal content, and content-filtered nonverbal tone?

RQ2d. What is the relation between workers’ level of satisfaction and empirical/statistical congruence in the dyad’s communication (i.e., the numerical difference between ratings of the youth and worker)?
Hypotheses

First, I hypothesized that communication ratings would yield meaningful components tapping positive affect/warmth, negative affect/anger, anxiety, dominance, and professionalism (Haskard et al., 2009; Milmoe et al., 1967; Ong et al., 1995). Despite the limited power to test if these are non-chance factors via a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), these components have been extracted consistently in prior communication studies (Ambady et al., 2002; Haskard et al., 2009; Milmoe et al., 1967). Prior research did not support a-priori hypotheses regarding dyadic communication factors. Indeed, to my knowledge, this was the first study to examine nonverbal tone at the dyadic level.

Second, I hypothesized that both youth and workers will express their satisfaction in their full speech, content-only, and tone-only communications, such that workers and youth who are more satisfied with their care and jobs are better able to have positive exchanges within the worker-youth relationship.

Third, I hypothesized that both the content of what each member of the dyad said and the tone of how they said it would influence TAY and worker satisfaction. Although I predicted that full speech, which consists of both verbal and nonverbal channels and is most similar to “real life” communication, would evidence the strongest relations with youth and worker satisfaction, I further expected that both verbal content and nonverbal tone would evidence unique associations with satisfaction. Moreover, I hypothesized that the magnitude of these associations would vary between workers and youth. For example, consistent with the findings of Pollak and colleagues regarding the special significance of nonverbal communication for maltreated youth, I hypothesized that TAY would be more
sensitive to workers’ nonverbal communications in tone relative to the influence of youths’ tone on workers’ satisfaction. Likewise, I predicted that youths’ satisfaction would be more strongly associated with workers’ negativity, relative to workers’ positivity, given consistent evidence of negative attentional biases among maltreated and traumatized youth (Pollak et al., 2000; Pollak & Sinha, 2002).

Fourth, I hypothesized that dyadic organizational features pertaining to collaboration, reciprocity, congruence, and rapport would be related to both youths’ and workers’ satisfaction. Moreover, I predicted that dyadic factors tapping elements of organization such as collaboration and hostility would be related to youths’ and workers’ satisfaction. I also predicted that empirical/statistical congruence (i.e., the mathematical balance between ratings of individual worker and youth communication features) would be related to both youths’ and workers’ satisfaction. A priori contrasts related to the theoretical hypotheses about empirical congruence were: 1) congruence between workers and youth in positive and negative communication features would be most strongly related to satisfaction among both parties, and 2) when communication is unbalanced, worker dominance reflected in greater positivity or negativity on the part of the worker relative to the youth would be more strongly associated with youths’ and workers’ satisfaction.

Method

Participants

Participants were 51 dyads composed of 51 workers ($M_{age} = 41.80, SD = 10.52; 82.4\%$ female) and 51 TAY ($M_{age} = 18.69, SD = .44; 56.9\%$ female) who participated in a
study of communication between TAY and their social workers during 2014-2015. Youth were drawn from a larger random sample of participants in the California evaluation of AB-12. Led by Mark Courtney, the CalYouth study is following 727 youth across the transition from foster care into (and out of) extended care (Courtney et al., 2014). A subset of the CalYouth sample was selected for the current study based on the PI’s collaborations with three participating counties in Southern California. At the time of data collection, CalYouth had completed the first wave of assessments and each county was able to request participating youths’ information to match them with assigned social workers, yielding a total of 166 potential dyads for the current study.

Social workers served as the primary point of contact for this investigation. Workers were invited to participate in a study of “how youth and workers talk to one another.” The worker was asked to call in to a secure phone line at the time of her/his next meeting with the identified youth to provide a naturalistic recording of their conversation. Following verbal administration of informed consent to the youth and the worker, the conversation was audio-recorded via the phone. Following the recording, each member of the dyad was asked to complete a survey packet, which had been sent to the worker prior to the meeting, and return the completed packet using pre-paid postage. Workers were encouraged to participate via the counties’ administrative offices and youth were compensated with 30 dollars for their participation; they received a 10 dollar bill, which had been sent to the worker prior to the meeting, at the time of the conversation recording, and they received the remaining 20 dollars by mail upon receipt of their completed survey packet. To minimize worker burden, each worker was eligible
to participate for up to two youth. Two workers oversaw the cases of three youth in the CalYouth subsample; thus, one youth was dropped from each worker, yielding 164 eligible dyads.

Of the 164 remaining dyads, several youth had left the child welfare system before data collection as a function of case closure prior to emancipation \((n = 6)\), running away or noncompliance with extended care \((n = 16)\), or opting out of extended care \((n = 27)\). Two cases were not eligible due to hearing impairments that precluded verbal communication. Twelve cases could not be located due to worker nonresponse, which may have reflected reluctance to participate or failure to receive our messages. Of the 101 remaining cases in which the worker was contacted on at least one occasion, dyads did not participate due to worker refusal \((n = 5)\), youth refusal \((n = 14)\); Of note, only one youth declined to participate after being informed of the study by the research team, but 13 refusals were reported by workers), or repeated failed appointments \((n = 21)\). Audio-recorded conversations of 52 workers with 61 youth were collected, yielding an effective response rate of 60.3\% (61 dyads out of the 101 eligible dyads that could be contacted).

The current analyses were based on 51 unique worker-youth dyads. Ten dyads were excluded from the current analyses because the limited sample could not account for nesting within the 8 workers who completed the study two times with different youth, one conversation was recorded in Spanish and was excluded because not all judges were bilingual in Spanish, and one conversation lasted just 3 minutes and 5 seconds, and thus did not meet the time minimum of five minutes of ratable conversation.
Measures

Communication ratings. Naïve judges rated the quality of youth-worker communications based on their subjective impressions of the conversation (Martin & DiMatteo, 2013). Judges impressionistically rated whether each communication feature (e.g., warmth, interest, hostility) was evident in the communication using a 10-point global scale from not at all (1) to a great deal (10; Rosenthal, 2008). Consistent with previously published communication rating procedures (Martin & DiMatteo, 2013), item ratings were standardized within each judge and then averaged across judges to account for individual differences in response tendencies.

Rating procedures are distinct from coding practices because there is less emphasis on frequencies or counts of relatively objective criteria (e.g., number of positive statements) and greater emphasis on the overall tenor of an interaction (e.g., comfort, tension). Although rating methods typically yield lower reliability estimates than coding approaches, evidence supports their superior validity, particularly with regard to predictive validity (Martin & DiMatteo, 2013). Importantly, low reliability may follow from different judges picking up on distinct elements of a construct, rather than poor measurement (Haskard et al., 2009). Prior studies have demonstrated that judges can perceive meaningful and often subtle communication features within very short periods (30 seconds or less) of recorded speech (Blanck et al., 1989; Rosenthal, 2003).

As in prior studies (Haskard et al., 2007, 2008, 2009), we employed exclusively female judges given evidence that female judges are better than males at picking up nonverbal cues in ambiguous stimuli (Ambady, Hallahan, & Rosenthal, 1995; Hall,
Harrigan, & Rosenthal, 1995; Heinberg, 1961; Rosenthal, 2008). Moreover, we relied on females who were college-aged and attending school given evidence that cognitive complexity is positively related to judge quality (Rosenthal, 2008).

Judges were trained to ensure a shared understanding of each item and proper rating procedures. Ratings were made in a private room with no other individuals present and were based on audio or transcribed communication data. Judges reviewed audio files using noise canceling headphones and were not permitted to have phones or iPods when rating. Judges retained access to a manual that provided a summary of the intended meaning of each rating item. Items were adapted from past health communication research in the Collaborative Research Outcomes Study of doctor-patient communication (Blanck & Rosenthal, 1984; Haskard et al., 2007) to capture both instrumental communication features (e.g., competent, helpful, efficient) and affective communication features (e.g., warm, likable, or hostile).

Each of the three communicative channels (full speech, transcribed verbal content, content-filtered nonverbal tone) was rated by a separate group of 14 judges who were blind to all other information about the dyad. Within each channel, all 14 judges began by completing ratings at the level of the dyad (e.g., This dyad was cooperative/collaborative with a two-way conversation). Following these dyadic ratings, judges were randomly assigned to complete a second “batch” of ratings for either the worker (e.g., this worker was hostile) or the youth (e.g., this youth was happy). Thus, each judge completed two batches of ratings beginning with the dyad and followed by either the worker or youth. To ensure comparability across rating channels, 7 of the 14
judges were randomly selected to provide ratings for each dyad. In all rating passes, the
order of cases was randomized for each judge to ensure a consistent level of rating
experience across cases.

Ratings were based on the final five minutes of recorded conversation for each
dyad (in the full and content-filtered speech channels) or of transcribed speech (in the
verbal content channel). The final five minutes of speech were selected to minimize
reactivity effects, which were expected to be more pronounced during the early portion of
the recordings. Each judge completed 60 dyadic item ratings, followed by 50 individual
item ratings of either the worker or the youth. Rating items were randomized within each
survey to minimize fatigue effects (Haskard et al., 2009).

*Full speech ratings* were based on the original audio-recordings of the youth and
worker in communication. Following dyadic full speech ratings, judges were instructed to
pay attention to either the youth or the worker and to ignore the other speaker’s voice,
beyond informing the conversational context.

*Verbal content ratings* were based on transcribed speech samples. Following
dyadic content ratings, judges were instructed to pay attention to either the youth or the
worker and to ignore the other speakers content, beyond informing the conversational
context.

*Nonverbal tone ratings* were based on content-filtered speech samples that were
prepared in accordance with prior studies (Haskard et al., 2009, 2007; Milmoe et al.,
1967; P. L. Rogers et al., 1971). Nonverbal tone was extracted from full speech using a
low pass filter in Audacity version 2.1.0 to filter out the highest frequencies of speech
(above a set range of 400-500 hertz) with a 48 decibel rolloff to obtain a “muffled” voice that was free of verbal content. All content-filtered audios were screened to confirm that no verbal information was discernible, and audio segments were re-filtered at a lower range (i.e., 200-350 hertz) to extract any residual verbal content as a function of individual differences across speakers’ voices. As in the full speech and verbal content (transcript) channels, 14 independent female judges first rated the dyadic items for the content-filtered audio, and were then randomly assigned to rate either the youth or the worker content-filtered speech. However, given the similarity across content-filtered voices, labels were created in Audacity to provide a visual track indicating which member of the dyad was speaking as judges listened to the five minute audio (see Figure 1). As suggested by prior studies (e.g., Haskard et al., 2007), individual-level ratings were based on parsing the content-filtered speech of the youth or the worker into continuous speech tracks of youth-only or worker-only nonverbal tone. Thus, continuous content-filtered speech tracks of the individual worker or youth varied in length as some workers or youth tended to speak more or less during the conversation.

![Figure 1. Audacity Audio Track and Label Track for Content-filtered Tone Dyad Ratings. Visual representation of sound data is concurrently marked during playback with a label track indicating the speech of the social worker (W) and the youth (Y).](image-url)
**Relationship quality.** Youth and workers self-reported on their perceptions of the youth-worker relationship across 25 items tapping warmth, support, negativity, and contact between the two members. All items began with the phrase, “In general, how much you agree with each of the following statements about your client/worker and your relationship.” Sample items for the worker include “is someone I care about, demands too much personal attention, is someone I know well,” examples phrased for the youth include “cares about me, responds to my phone calls within 1-2 days, knows me well”. Items were endorsed on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (4).

The youths’ self-report of their relationship with the worker yielded two rationally derived subscales that captured 1) *positive relationship* features \(n = 18\) items, \(\alpha = .97\), including is someone I would recommend to a friend, includes me in making decisions, does her/his job well, follows through with promises s/he makes, is someone I want to work with, wants to help me, knows me well, is available in person if I need her/him, is someone I trust, knows how to help older foster youth, spends enough time with me, respects who I am, tells me what I need to know about turning 18, responds to my phone calls within two days, cares about me, enjoys working with me, is better than other workers I have known, expects me to succeed in life; and 2) *negative relationship* features \(n = 7\) items; \(\alpha = .94\), including would rather not work with me, dislikes me, seems irritable/frustrated, appears stressed/overworked, is bad at her/his job, seems hurried or rushed, and thinks I am a bad person.
The workers’ self-report of their relationship with the youth yielded three rationally derived subscales that captured 1) positive relationship features (n = 11 items; $\alpha = .90$), including believes in my ability to help her/him, is someone I want to help, is someone I enjoy working with, is honest with me, wants to work with me, trusts me, respects me, someone I know well, has a good relationship with me, is someone I respect, is someone I care about; 2) negative relationship features (n = 7; $\alpha = .82$), including complains a lot, is a bad person, someone I dislike, someone I would rather NOT work with, demands too much personal attention, dislikes me, is difficult to work with; and 3) positive expectations of youth competence (n = 7; $\alpha = .92$), including has the motivation to be successful, can make good decisions about her/his future, has the ability to be successful, will follow through with my recommendations, will succeed in life, seeks me out for support/assistance, and does NOT want to help her/himself (reverse scored).

**Satisfaction.** Youths’ and workers’ satisfaction was assessed using a general self-report measure drawn from prior healthcare studies (Haskard et al., 2007; McGlynn, 1988) that was adapted for use in the child welfare setting. Youths’ satisfaction was based on their reports of feeling “satisfied” with the support they received across nine transition-relevant domains during the recorded conversation (e.g., I am satisfied with the support I received in the area of education… in the area of finances… in the area of emotional health). Youth evaluated each on a four-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (4). The mean of all items was used to make a composite score of youths’ satisfaction ($\alpha = .70$). In addition, a single item assessing youths’ self-reported desire to stay in extended foster care was included as a
supplementary measure of youth satisfaction. The item asked, “Do you think you will choose to stay in extended foster care?” and was rated on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from definitely no (1) to definitely yes (4).

Workers’ satisfaction was measured across eight self-report items that asked about workers’ agreement with job descriptors on a four-point Likert scale, ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (4) (e.g., I am satisfied with my overall work situation, my job exhausts me). The mean of all items was used to make a composite score of youth satisfaction (α = .70).

Data Preparation

Missing Data

Missing data resulted from incomplete surveys on the part of social workers (11.80%) and/or youth (21.60%). In addition, one case could not be rated due to an audio error, but both the worker and youth returned complete surveys. This case was retained for analyses but resulted in missing data (1.97%) on the communication rating variables. Missing data were handled using the expectation maximization method in SPSS 21 as supported by Little’s MCAR $\chi^2(165) = 182.641, p = .17$, which indicated the data were missing non-systematically.

Interrater Reliabilities

Interrater reliabilities were computed across 7 raters for each item within each channel using an intra class correlation (ICC) across all of the 50 rated cases. Four items with a negative ICC coefficient were dropped from all analyses, including one youth item and three worker items. The remaining ICCs across youth, worker, and dyad ratings
ranged from .03 to .89 ($M=.64, SD=.16$) in the full audio-recorded speech channel, from .02 to .87 ($M=.59, SD=.20$) in the transcribed verbal content channel, and from .08 to .89 ($M=.61, SD=.21$) in the content-filtered nonverbal tone channel.

**Principle Components Analysis of Speech Ratings**

A principle components analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation informed the creation of “super variables” to capture common components in the youth and worker communication data (Blanck & Rosenthal, 1984). Comparability across communication channels was preserved by using the PCA results from the full speech ratings for the youth, worker, and dyad to create component composites for the transcribed content and content-filtered tone ratings. Items that did not load on any component greater than an absolute value of .30 (Zwick & Velicer, 1982), or that evidenced complex loadings across multiple PCA components were excluded from communication composite scores for the youth ($n = 9$ items), the worker ($n = 11$ items), and the dyad ($n = 17$ items).

**Youth rating components.** The PCA of the youth ratings from the full speech channel yielded two components as informed by the scree method (Cattell, 1966), which accounted for 66.59% of the variance of the 49 items that evidenced a positive ICC. The components, constituent items, and scale reliabilities were 1) *warm/engaged* features of youth communication, which included the following 29 items: interested, good communicator, engaged, competent, cooperative/collaborative, someone I would want as a client if I were a worker, authentic/genuine, bored (reverse scored), assertive, dominant, false/fake (reverse scored), confident, optimistic/positive, likeable, rigid/closed (reverse scored), supportive, not fond of worker (reverse scored), happy, really cares about worker
and his/her wellbeing, warm, really understands where the worker is coming from, really
listening to the worker, inefficient (reverse scored), flexible/open, respectful of the
worker’s preferences/wishes, autonomy seeking, awkward/uncomfortable (reverse
scored), insecure (reverse scored), help seeking (full speech \( \alpha = .99 \), content \( \alpha = .99 \), tone
\( \alpha = .98 \)); and 2) angry/anxious features of youth communication, which included the
following 11 items: aggressive/combative, critical, patient (reverse scored),
irritable/frustrated, overreactive/dramatic, relaxed/calm (reverse scored),
pessimistic/negative, draining/needy, manipulative, likely to interrupt the worker, and
anxious/stressed (full speech \( \alpha = .90 \), content \( \alpha = .85 \), tone \( \alpha = .96 \)).

Worker rating components. The PCA of the worker ratings from the full speech
channel yielded two components, which accounted for 59.79% of the variance of the 47
original items that evidenced a positive ICC. The components, constituent items, and
scale reliabilities were 1) caring/competent features of worker communication, which
include the following 22 items: engaged, really cares about the youth and her/his
wellbeing, a good communicator, helpful, competent, supportive of the youths autonomy,
really understanding where the youth is coming from, interested, awkward/uncomfortable
(reverse scored), bored (reverse scored), someone I would want to have as my worker if I
were a foster youth, inefficient (reverse scored), authentic/genuine,
cooperative/collaborative, confident, really listening to the youth, focused on the youths
strengths/assets, supportive, draining/needy (reverse scored), manipulative (reverse
scored), overreactive/dramatic (reverse scored), and insecure (reverse scored) (full speech
\( \alpha = .97 \), transcript \( \alpha = .96 \), tone \( \alpha = .95 \)); and 2) critical/negative features of worker
communication, which included the following 14 items: critical, dominant, condescending/patronizing, likely to interrupt the youth, aggressive/combative, patient (reverse scored), oppositional/difficult, relaxed/calm (reverse scored), disrespectful, pessimistic/negative, irritable/frustrated, inappropriate/unprofessional, formal/businesslike and anxious/stressed (full speech $\alpha = .90$, content $\alpha = .94$ tone $\alpha = .93$).

**Dyad rating components.** The PCA of the dyad ratings from the full speech channel yielded two components, which accounted for 70.40% of the variance of the 60 original items, all of which evidenced a positive ICC. The components, constituent items, and scale reliabilities were 1) *collaborative/positive* features of the dyad’s communication, which included the following 30 items: passive and disengaged with one another (reverse scored), two strangers talking with one another (reverse scored), good at communicating, characterized by a high quality conversation, active and engaged with one another, bored with one another (reverse scored), rigid/closed, two people who know one another well, authentic/genuine, one that the worker would rate as a high quality conversation, effective and efficient/synergistic, one that the youth would rate as a high quality conversation, inefficient (reverse scored), really listening to one another, cooperative/collaborative with a two way conversation, supportive of one another, awkward/uncomfortable (reverse scored), focused on strengths/assets, not coordinated in the tempo/pacing of their communication (reverse scored), flexible/open, really understanding where one another is coming from, not coordinated in the content of their communication (reverse scored), optimistic/positive, two people who like each other, a mentor and mentee talking with one another, not coordinated in the affect of their
communication (reverse scored), false/fake (reverse scored), characterized by similar levels of negativity from the worker and youth (reverse scored), a parent and child talking with one another, and characterized by more positivity from the worker than the youth (full speech $\alpha = .98$ content $\alpha = .97$ tone $\alpha = .98$); and 2) hostile/negative features of the dyad’s communication, which included the following 13 items: irritable/frustrated with one another, pessimistic/negative, hostile with one another, focused on deficits/vulnerabilities, disrespectful of one another, critical of one another, aggressive/combative with one another, oppositional/difficult with one another, anxious/stressed/worried, characterized by more negativity from the worker than the youth, engaged in a power struggle, characterized by more negativity from the youth than the worker, and hurried/rushed (full speech $\alpha = .96$ content $\alpha = .94$ tone $\alpha = .95$).

**Results**

**Descriptive Findings**

Means and standard deviations for all study variables are shown in Table 1. Independent samples $t$-tests revealed few significant differences in communication ratings and survey variables by youth or worker gender. Male youth were rated as expressing lower levels of anger/anxiety than females in both full and content-filtered speech. As compared to dyads containing a female worker, dyads containing a male worker were rated as more hostile/negative in the full speech channel, and less collaborative/positive in the transcribed content channel. Male workers also endorsed lower levels of belief in the youth’s competence than female workers.
Table 1.  
*Study Descriptives and Mean Differences by Youth and Worker Gender*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Full speech channel composites</strong></td>
<td>Warm/Engaged (youth)</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angry/Anxious (youth)</td>
<td>-.007&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caring/Competent (worker)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical/Negative (worker)</td>
<td>-.003</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative/Positive (dyad)</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hostile/Negative (dyad)</td>
<td>-.017&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content-only channel composites</strong></td>
<td>Warm/Engaged (youth)</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angry/Anxious (youth)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caring/Competent (worker)</td>
<td>-.001</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical/Negative (worker)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative/Positive (dyad)</td>
<td>-.010&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hostile/Negative (dyad)</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tone-only channel composites</strong></td>
<td>Warm/Engaged (youth)</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angry/Anxious (youth)</td>
<td>-.003&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caring/Competent (worker)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical/Negative (worker)</td>
<td>-.003</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collaborative/Positive (dyad)</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hostile/Negative (dyad)</td>
<td>-.014</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship Quality</strong></td>
<td>Youth-rated positive relationship</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth-rated negative relationship</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker-rated positive relationship</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker-rated negative relationship</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker-rated belief in the youth’s competence</td>
<td>3.24&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>Youth satisfaction with care</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Youth desire to stay in care</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Worker satisfaction with job</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Youth included 29 females and 22 males. Workers included 42 females and 9 males.*

<sup>a</sup>youth gender difference. \(M_{\text{females}} = .08 \ M_{\text{males}} = -.13. t(49) = 2.05, p = .046\)
<sup>b</sup>worker gender difference. \(M_{\text{females}} = -.08 \ M_{\text{males}} = .31. t(49) = 2.37, p = .022\)
<sup>c</sup>worker gender difference. \(M_{\text{females}} = .05 \ M_{\text{males}} = -.29. t(49) = 2.53, p = .015\)
<sup>d</sup>youth gender difference. \(M_{\text{females}} = .18 \ M_{\text{males}} = -.24. t(49) = 3.19, p = .002\)
<sup>e</sup>worker gender difference. \(M_{\text{females}} = 3.33 \ M_{\text{males}} = 2.81. t(49) = 2.26, p = .028\)

**Bivariate Relations**

*Intercorrelations among communication components.* Communication components were correlated in expected directions across the full speech, transcribed.
content, and content-filtered channels (see Table 2). In regard to youth ratings, the warm/engaged component was significantly correlated across all three channels ($0.54 < r < 0.71$). The angry/anxious component was significantly correlated across channels, except for the intercorrelation between the tone and content channels ($0.13 < r < 0.44$).

In regard to the worker ratings, the caring/competent component was significantly correlated across all channels, except the content and tone channels were only marginally correlated at $0.24$ ($0.24 < r < 0.52$). The critical/negative component was significantly correlated between the full speech and content-only channel, but not between content and tone-only channels, nor between full speech and tone-only channels ($0.12 < r < 0.56$).

In regard to the dyadic ratings, the collaborative/positive component was significantly correlated across all channels ($0.59 < r < 0.68$). The hostile/negative component was significantly correlated between all channels, with the exception of the content and tone-only channels which were marginally correlated but not significant ($0.27 < r < 0.64$).

**Satisfaction and relationship quality.** Youth reports of their satisfaction and perceived quality of their relationship with the worker were correlated with one another and also with worker reports of their satisfaction and perceived quality of their relationship with the youth, which were also correlated (see Table 3). Specifically, youth satisfaction correlated positively with the desire to stay in care, and with perceptions of a positive relationship with the worker, but it was related to lower perceptions of a negative relationship with the worker. As expected, youths’ positive relationship perceptions correlated negatively with their negative relationship perceptions. Youths’ desire to stay
Table 2.  
**Intercorrelations Among Speech Rating Composites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warm/Engaged (W/E)</td>
<td>Angry/Anxious (A/A)</td>
<td>Caring/Competent (C/C)</td>
<td>Critical/Negative (C/N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W/E (Y)</td>
<td>1 Full Speech --</td>
<td>.706**</td>
<td>.541**</td>
<td>-.151</td>
<td>-.099</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.595**</td>
<td>.490**</td>
<td>.293*</td>
<td>-.598**</td>
<td>-.524**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Content --</td>
<td>.681**</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>-.321*</td>
<td>.148</td>
<td>.141</td>
<td>.305*</td>
<td>.317*</td>
<td>-.392**</td>
<td>-.325*</td>
<td>-.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Tone --</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>-.098</td>
<td>-.254</td>
<td>.181</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>.320*</td>
<td>-.339*</td>
<td>-.325*</td>
<td>-.144</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/A (Y)</td>
<td>4. Full Speech --</td>
<td>.343*</td>
<td>.436**</td>
<td>-.259</td>
<td>-.228</td>
<td>-.144</td>
<td>.293*</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Content --</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>-.070</td>
<td>-.007</td>
<td>-.190</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.280*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Tone --</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/C (W)</td>
<td>7. Full Speech --</td>
<td>.523**</td>
<td>.319*</td>
<td>-.533**</td>
<td>-.231</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Content --</td>
<td>.235</td>
<td>-.402**</td>
<td>-.745**</td>
<td>-.034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Tone --</td>
<td>-.304*</td>
<td>-.221</td>
<td>-.627**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/N (W)</td>
<td>10. Full Speech --</td>
<td>.556**</td>
<td>.194</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Content --</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Tone --</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/P (D)</td>
<td>13. Full Speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. Tone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. Full Speech</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. Tone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Y = Youth, W = Worker, D = Dyad. 
F=Full speech, C= Content, T= Tone. 
* p<.05. ** p<.01.*
Table 2
Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Collaborative/Positive (C/P)</th>
<th>Hostile/Negative (H/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W/E (Y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Full Speech</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Content</td>
<td>.405</td>
<td>.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tone</td>
<td>.327</td>
<td>.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/A (Y)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Full Speech</td>
<td>-.102</td>
<td>-.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Content</td>
<td>-.134</td>
<td>-.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tone</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/C (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Full Speech</td>
<td>.791</td>
<td>.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Content</td>
<td>.581</td>
<td>.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Tone</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/N (W)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Full Speech</td>
<td>-.509</td>
<td>-.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Content</td>
<td>-.408</td>
<td>-.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Tone</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C/P (D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Full Speech</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Content</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Tone</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/N (D)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Full Speech</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. Content</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. Tone</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Y = Youth, W = Worker, D = Dyad.
F=Full speech, C= Content, T= Tone.
* p<.05. ** p<.01.
in care was also negatively related to perceptions of a negative relationship with the worker. Likewise, the worker-reported relationship quality variables (i.e., positive relationship, negative relationship, belief in the youth’s competence) were intercorrelated in expected directions. Workers who were more satisfied with their jobs also endorsed higher levels of believing in the youth’s competence.

Correlations between the worker and youth variables revealed a number of significant findings. Youth satisfaction was positively related to the workers’ perception of a positive relationship with the youth, negatively related to the workers’ negative perception of the relationship, and positively related to the workers’ belief in the youth’s competence. The correlation between youths’ satisfaction with care and workers’ satisfaction with their jobs was not significant. Workers’ job satisfaction was related to youth-reported relationship quality, such that youth who endorsed a more positive and less negative relationship with the worker had workers who reported more satisfaction with their jobs.

Table 3.
*Intercorrelations Between Satisfaction and Relationship Quality Variables.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.292*</td>
<td>.843**</td>
<td>-.450**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>-.318*</td>
<td>-.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-.613**</td>
<td>.339*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.440**</td>
<td>-.310*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>.326*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-.587**</td>
<td>.545**</td>
<td>-.337*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-.337*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* *p*.05, **p*.01
Youths’ reports and communication features. Youth reported satisfaction and perceived relationship quality with the worker were correlated with some elements of the youths’, workers’, and dyads’ communication (see Tables 4-6). As shown in Table 4, relations with positive communication features captured in the caring/competent component of worker communication were limited across full speech, content, and tone channels. However, workers who were rated as more caring/competent in their transcripts (content-only channel) were more likely to have the youth report that they would stay in care. Furthermore, workers who expressed high levels of the caring/competent component in their tone were more likely to be paired with youth who reported higher levels of satisfaction with their care.

Overall, negative communication features captured in the critical/negative component of worker speech were more consistently related to youth satisfaction and perceived relationship quality than the aforementioned relations with positive communication features. Youth reported being less satisfied with their experiences in foster care when workers were more critical/negative in the full speech and content-only communication channels, but relations with the critical/negative component in the tone channel were not significant. Furthermore, workers who expressed higher levels of the critical/negative component in the content of their transcripts were more likely to have youth who reported a lower desire to stay in care, and a less positive and more negative relationship with their worker. Finally, youth expressed a less positive and more negative relationship with the worker when tone-based ratings of the critical/negative worker component were high.
Table 4.

*Bivariate Relations of Worker Speech Rating Composites with Youth Satisfaction and Youth-rated Relationship Quality.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Ratings of Worker Communication</th>
<th>Caring/Competent</th>
<th>Critical/Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full Content</td>
<td>Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Satisfaction with Care</td>
<td>.119 .152 .296*</td>
<td>-.312* -.369**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Desire to Stay in Care</td>
<td>-.120 .331*</td>
<td>-.053 -.520**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>-.046 .041 .277*</td>
<td>-.230 -.332*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.028 -.239 -.218</td>
<td>.163 .462**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* *p<.05. **p<.01.

Fisher r-to-z comparisons evaluated whether worker communication features were associated with youth satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 4). For caring/supportive worker communication, only one significant finding emerged; caring/supportive content from the worker was more strongly related to youth desire to stay in care (r = .331) as compared to full speech (r = -.120; z=2.28, p=.022) and marginally stronger than tone (r = -.014, z=1.75, p=.080).

For critical/negative worker communication, results Fisher r-to-z comparisons showed that critical/negative content was more strongly and negatively related to youth desire to stay in care (r = -.520) when compared to full speech (r = -.053; z=2.56, p=.011), and tone (r = .122; z=2.22, p=.026). Worker critical/negative content was marginally stronger (r = .462) than full speech in its relation with youth-reported negative relationship features (r = .163; z=1.64, p=.101), but content was not significantly stronger.
than tone ($r = .335$). Generally, these comparisons indicated that, when there were significant differences between correlations, it was between content and either full speech or tone, such that content of the worker speech was often, but not always, more strongly related to youth satisfaction and reported relationship quality than either full speech or tone.

Relations of youth satisfaction and perceived relationship quality with youth communication were largely consistent across the full speech, content-only, and content-filtered channels of youth communication (see Table 5). However, there was a tendency for relations with the full speech channel to be stronger than those with either the content-only transcriptions or the tone-based content-filtered speech samples. Specifically, youth who expressed greater levels of warm/engaged communication in their full speech also reported greater satisfaction with care, whereas youth who expressed greater levels of angry/anxious communication in their full speech reported lower levels of satisfaction with their care and lower perceptions of a positive relationship with the worker.

Table 5.  
**Bivariate Relations of Youth Speech Rating Composites with Youth Satisfaction and Youth-rated Relationship Quality.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Ratings of Youth Communication</th>
<th>Warm/Engaged</th>
<th>Angry/Anxious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Satisfaction with Care</td>
<td>.290*</td>
<td>.165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Desire to Stay in Care</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>-.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>.241</td>
<td>.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.273</td>
<td>-.191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: * $p<.05$. ** $p<.01$. 
Fisher r-to-z comparisons evaluated whether youth communication features were associated with youth satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 5). Youth warm/engaged communication correlations showed no significant differences in magnitude, with the exception of a marginal difference between full speech ($r= -.273$) and tone ($r= .097$) as related to negative relationship features ($z=1.85, p=.064$).

For youth angry/anxious communication, results indicated that full speech ($r= -.652$) was significantly stronger than content ($r= -.157; z=3.04, p=.002$) and tone ($r= -.207; z=2.79, p=.005$) in the relation with youth satisfaction. Angry/anxious full speech ($r= -.585$) was significantly stronger than content ($r= -.031; z=3.13, p=.002$) and tone ($r= -.086; z=2.86, p=.004$) in relating to positive relationship features. Youth angry/anxious full speech ($r= .190$) was marginally different from tone ($r= -.194; z=1.9, p=.057$) in relating to negative relationship features, suggesting that angry/anxious tone was related to less negative relationship features, but angry/anxious was related to more negative relationship features. Overall, youth tended to express their feelings most accurately in full speech, and this was particularly true in their negative angry/anxious full speech which may have reflected youths’ “true” feelings more accurately than youth content or tone.

With regard to dyadic communication ratings across channels, none of the collaborative/positive components across full, content, and tone speech channels were significantly related to youth satisfaction or relationship variables (see Table 6). The
hostile/negative component of the dyadic ratings, however, evidenced consistently negative patterns of association with youth satisfaction and reported relationship quality. Specifically, hostile/negative dyadic communication in the full speech channel was related to lower levels of youth satisfaction with care and a less positive and more negative relationship with the worker. Hostile/negative dyadic communication in the content channel was negatively related to youth reporting a desire to stay in care and positively related to youth perceptions of a more negative relationship with the worker. Finally, hostile/negative dyadic communication in the nonverbal tone channel was negatively related to youth satisfaction and perceptions of a positive relationship with the worker.

Table 6.
Bivariate Relations of Dyadic Speech Rating Composites with Youth Satisfaction and Youth-rated Relationship Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Ratings of Dyadic Communication</th>
<th>Collaborative/Positive</th>
<th>Hostile/Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Tone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Satisfaction with Care</td>
<td>.215</td>
<td>.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth Desire to Stay in Care</td>
<td>-.084</td>
<td>.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.216</td>
<td>-.261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p < .05. ** p < .01.

Fisher r-to-z comparisons evaluated whether dyadic communication features were associated with youth satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 6). Pairwise comparisons across
correlation coefficients revealed no significant differences among the collaborative/positive dyadic communication channels. However, with regard to hostile/negative communication, dyadic full speech ($r=-.605$) showed a stronger relation with youth satisfaction than did dyadic content ($r=-.205$; $z=2.42$, $p=.015$), but not than dyadic tone ($r=-.525$). Tone reflecting a hostile/negative dyad showed a marginally stronger relation with youth satisfaction ($r=-.525$) than did hostile/negative dyadic content ($r=-.205$; $z=1.84$, $p=.066$). Desire to stay in care showed marginally stronger relations with hostile/negative dyadic content ($r=-.369$) as compared to full speech ($r=-.201$; $z=1.78$, $p=.075$), but full speech did not differ significantly from relations with tone ($r=-.023$), and tone did not differ significantly from relations with content ($r=-.369$). Hostile/negative dyadic communication did not show significantly different relations with full speech, content, and tone across the remaining positive and negative relationship variables.

**Worker reports and communication features.** Workers’ reported satisfaction and perceived relationship quality with the youth were correlated with some elements of youth, worker, and dyadic communication (see Tables 7-9). Youth communication components were expected to correlate with worker report of satisfaction and relationship quality with the youth (see Table 7). Findings demonstrated that youth who expressed higher levels of warm/engaged communication in the full speech channel had workers who reported stronger belief in the youth’s competence. Furthermore, youth who expressed more warm/engaged communication in the content-only channel had workers who endorsed a more positive relationship and greater belief in the youth’s competence.
Youth angry/anxious communication was also related to worker satisfaction and relationship variables. In particular, youth who were more angry/anxious in the full speech channel had workers who reported lower levels of job satisfaction, lower levels of positive relationship quality, greater negative relationship quality, and less belief in the youth’s competence. Youth who expressed more angry/anxious communication in the content channel also had workers who endorsed a less positive relationship and less belief in the youth’s competence.

Table 7.
Bivariate Relations of Youth Speech Rating Composites with Worker Satisfaction and Worker-rated Relationship Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Ratings of Youth Communication</th>
<th>Warm/Engaged</th>
<th>Angry/Anxious</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Satisfaction with Job</td>
<td>-.177</td>
<td>-.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>.274</td>
<td>.454**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.157</td>
<td>-.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in the Youth’s Competence</td>
<td>.366**</td>
<td>.374**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p<.05. ** p<.01.

Fisher r-to-z comparisons evaluated whether youth communication features were associated with worker satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 7). Warm/engaged youth content ($r=.454$) evidenced a significantly stronger relation with worker report of a positive relationship than did tone ($r=.052; z=2.14, p=.030$). In regards to negative relationship features as reported by the worker, youth warm/engaged communication in tone ($r=.243$)
demonstrated a stronger relation than did full speech ($r=-.157; z=1.99, p=.047$) and a marginally stronger relation than content ($r=-.133; z=1.86, p=.063$). However, although none of these communication channels (full speech, content, tone) were significantly related to the negative relationship variable – z-tests revealed that youth tone was more strongly related to worker reports of a negative relationship than the other two channels. Furthermore, belief in the youth’s competence showed marginally stronger relations with warm/engaged communication in youth full speech ($r=.366$) than tone ($r=.036; z=1.70, p=.090$) and in content ($r=.374$) as compared to tone ($r=.036; z=1.76, p=.078$). However, full speech and content were not significantly different from each other in relations with worker belief in the youth’s competence.

In examining youth negative angry/anxious communication, Fisher r-to-z indicated that youth full speech ($r=-.284$) evidenced a marginally stronger relation with worker report of a positive relationship than youth tone ($r=.050; z=1.68, p=.093$) and content ($r=-.432$) was also stronger than youth tone ($z=2.51, p=.012$), but relations of youth angry/anxious full speech and content with worker report of a positive relationship were not statistically different from each other. Worker reported negative relationship features showed stronger relations with youth angry/anxious communication in full speech ($r=.417$) as compared to tone ($r=.003; z=2.16, p=.031$). Similarly, belief in the youth’s competence was related more strongly to youth angry/anxious communication in full speech ($r=-.284$) as compared to tone ($r=.202; z=2.42, p=.016$), and content ($r=-.384$) was also stronger than tone ($r=.202; z=2.94, p=.003$). Again, full speech and content reflecting angry/anxious youth communication did not statistically differ in their
relation to worker belief in the youth’s competence. Overall, these findings indicated that youth full speech and content were not significantly different from one another in relations to the worker variables, though both tended to be stronger than tone.

Workers conveyed their own levels of satisfaction and perceived relationship quality with the youth in some of their communication components (see Table 8). Specifically, workers who expressed greater levels of caring/competent communication in the content-only channel also reported a greater belief in the youth’s competence. Workers who expressed higher levels of critical/negative communication in their speech content reported significantly lower levels of positive relationship quality with the youth, lower belief in the youth’s competence, and greater levels of negative relationship quality with the youth.

Table 8.
Bivariate Relations of Worker Speech Rating Composites with Worker Satisfaction and Worker-rated Relationship Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Composite Ratings of Worker Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caring/Competent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Satisfaction with Job</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>-.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in the Youth’s Competence</td>
<td>.147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p<.05. ** p<.01.
Fisher $r$-to-$z$ comparisons evaluated whether worker communication features were associated with worker satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 8). None of the caring/supportive channels differed significantly in their relations with worker reported satisfaction, relationship quality, and belief in the youth’s competence. However, worker reported positive relationship with the youth did show stronger relations with worker critical/negative content ($r=-.434$) as compared to tone ($r=-.021; z=2.17, p=.030$). Worker report of a negative relationship with the youth showed marginally stronger relations with worker critical/negative full speech ($r=.264$) as compared to tone ($r=-.111; z=1.84, p=.062$). Critical/negative content was significantly stronger ($r=.292$) in its relation with negative relationship features as compared to tone ($r=-.111; z=1.97, p=.049$). Worker reported belief in the youth’s competence showed stronger relations with critical/negative content ($r=-.404$) than tone ($r=.023; z=2.21, p=.027$). Overall, these findings indicated that workers did not show differences in their expression of satisfaction and relationship features across their full speech and content, but both full speech and content tended to be more strongly related to worker reports than tone.

Dyadic communication features were also examined with regard to the worker satisfaction and relationship quality variables (see Table 9). The collaborative/positive components across the full, content, and content-filtered tone channels were not significantly related to worker satisfaction. However, the collaborative/positive components in the full speech channel were positively related to worker belief in the youth’s competence. Dyadic collaborative/positive content was positively related to
worker perception of the relationship with the youth as positive, negatively related to worker perception of negative relationship quality, and positively related to worker belief in the youth’s competence. Lastly, greater collaborative/positive dyadic communication in the tone channel was positively related to worker belief in the youth’s competence.

The hostile/negative component of dyadic communication also showed relations with worker satisfaction and relationship variables. Specifically, hostile/negative dyadic communication in full speech was related to worker reports of a less positive and more negative relationship with the youth, and less belief in the youth’s competence.

Hostile/negative communication in the dyadic content channel was related to a less positive and more negative relationship with the youth, and less belief in the youth’s competence. Finally, hostile/negative communication in the dyadic tone channel was negatively related to worker perceptions of a positive relationship with the youth and positively related to worker reports of negative relationship with the youth.

Table 9.
Bivariate Relations of Dyadic Speech Rating Composites with Worker Satisfaction and Worker-rated Relationship Quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite Ratings of Dyadic Communication</th>
<th>Collaborative/Positive</th>
<th>Hostile/Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Satisfaction with Job</td>
<td>-.110</td>
<td>-.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Relationship</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.394**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Relationship</td>
<td>-.182</td>
<td>-.317*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief in the Youth’s Competence</td>
<td>.287*</td>
<td>.514**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p<.05. ** p<.01.
Fisher \textit{r-to-z} comparisons evaluated whether dyadic communication features were associated with worker satisfaction and relationship quality variables differently across the full speech, content, or tone channels (see Table 9). None of the collaborative/positive dyadic communication differed significantly by channel in the relation with worker satisfaction or relationship variables. Despite stronger relations between hostile/negative dyadic communication and worker reports of satisfaction and relationship quality, there were no significant differences in the magnitude of the relations across channels.

**Comparing the salience of tone across worker and youth.** Given the variability across constructs used to operationalize worker and youth satisfaction and relationship quality constructs, as well as the differing compositions of the principle components across worker and youth tone, Fisher \textit{r-to-z} comparisons could not test for statistically significant differences in the strength of relations between communicative tone and youth versus worker reported constructs. However, as shown in Table 4, worker caring/competent tone was positively related to youth reports of satisfaction with care \((r=.296)\), and a positive relationship with the worker \((r=.277; \text{see Table 4})\). Youth also reported a less positive relationship \((r=-.294)\) and a more negative relationship \((r=.335)\) when workers expressed more critical/negative tone. In contrast, worker variables were not significantly related to any youth tone communication (see Table 7). Thus, the data suggest that youth were more responsive to worker tone relative to worker being responsive to youth communicative tone.
Communication congruence. Empirical congruence was estimated by standardizing the ratings of youth and worker positive and negative components in the full speech channel, and calculating a difference score (youth – worker positivity/negativity). A categorical index of full speech congruence was calculated for both the positive and negative features of communication by separating the dyads into three groups to capture congruent affect, worker communicative dominance, and youth communicative dominance. Dyadic congruence was indicated by a difference score between -1 and +1 SD around the mean (positive congruence = 68.6%, n = 35; negative congruence = 64.7%, n = 33), worker dominance was indicated by a difference score that was < 1 SD below the mean (worker positive dominance = 17.6%, n = 9; worker negative dominance = 19.6%, n = 10), and youth dominance was indicated by a difference score that was > 1 SD above the mean (youth positive dominance = 13.7%, n = 7; youth negative dominance = 15.7%, n = 8). Congruence groups were evaluated using a-priori contrasts to evaluate two theories. To evaluate the primary theory that dyadic congruence would be most strongly related to satisfaction and relationship quality for both respondents, contrast weights of -.5, 1, and -.5 were assigned to the worker dominance group, the dyadic congruence group, and the youth dominance group, respectively. To evaluate the secondary theory that, in instances of incongruence, workers’ dominance would be more strongly associated with satisfaction and relationship quality than youths’ dominance, contrast weights of 1, 0, and -1 were assigned to the worker dominance group, the dyadic congruence group, and the youth dominance group, respectively.
Worker-youth positive communication congruence. A one-way ANOVA across the 3 congruence groups demonstrated no significant differences on satisfaction of the youth and their reported relationship quality with the worker. Likewise, mean levels of workers’ perceptions of a negative relationship with the youth did not vary significantly across positive congruence groups. However, there were significant differences across the congruence groups with regard to the workers’ job satisfaction \( F(2,48) = 3.91, p=.027 \), reports of a positive relationship with the youth \( F(2,48) = 4.38, p=.018 \), and belief in the youth’s competence \( F(2,48) = 6.75, p=.003 \).

Planned comparison analyses indicated the pattern of means in worker job satisfaction supported the secondary theory reflecting that, in the absence of congruence, worker positivity would be more strongly related to workers’ job satisfaction than youths’ positivity would be related to workers’ job satisfaction, \( t_{contrast} (48) = 2.24, p=.030 \). This theory explained the pattern of means somewhat better than the primary theory that dyadic congruence would be most strongly related to workers’ job satisfaction \( t_{contrast} (48) = 1.90, p=.064 \); see Figure 2. In contrast, the pattern of means in workers’ reports of a positive relationship with the youth supported the primary theory \( t_{contrast} (48) = 2.25, p=.029 \), which held that congruence between the worker and youth in expression of positive communication would be most related to satisfaction. In this case, the secondary theory was not supported \( t_{contrast} (48) = 1.69, p=.099 \); see Figure 3. Likewise, the pattern of means in workers’ report of believing in the youth’s competence supported the primary theory \( t_{contrast} (48) = 3.59, p=.001 \), but not the secondary theory \( t_{contrast} (48) = .402, p=.690 \); See Figure 4. In sum, when positive communication features were
imbalanced/incongruent between youth and workers, workers who reported more positive communication than the youth endorsed greater satisfaction than workers in dyads where the youth was more positive than the worker. However, workers’ reported the most positive relationship with the youth and the strongest belief in the youth’s competence when the degree of positivity between the worker and youth were congruent.

Figure 2. Worker Satisfaction Differs by Positive Communication Congruence Level with Youth. Theory 2 supported indicating that worker positive dominance is related to higher worker satisfaction than you positive dominance.
Figure 3. Worker Reported Positive Relationship with Youth Differs by Positive Communication Congruence Level with Youth. Theory 1 supported indicating that congruence in positive communication is related to reporting a more positive relationship with youth as compared to incongruence in positive communication.

Figure 4. Worker Reported Belief in the Youth’s Competence Differs by Positive Communication Congruence Level with Youth. Theory 1 supported indicating that congruence in positive communication is related to higher levels of belief in the youth’s competence as compared to incongruence in positive communication.
Worker-youth negative communication congruence. One-way ANOVAs across the three congruence groups in full speech demonstrated no significant differences by negative congruence grouping variable on youth reporting that they wanted to stay in care, as well as youth reporting of negative relationship quality. Similarly, the means of worker satisfaction, reported positive relationship with the youth, belief in the youth’s competence, and reported negative relationship with the youth did not differ by the congruence in negative communication. However, there were significant differences across the congruence groups with regard to the youths’ satisfaction with care \[F(2,48) = 3.48, p=.039\], and reports of a positive relationship with the worker \[F(2,48) = 3.34, p=.044\].

Planned comparison analyses indicated that the pattern of means in youth satisfaction \[t_{\text{contrast}}(48) = 2.217, p=.031\] supported the primary theory that congruence in negative communication would be most related to satisfaction, but not the secondary theory that, when incongruence was present, workers’ negative dominance would show the lowest levels of satisfaction \[t_{\text{contrast}}(48) = 1.16, p=.111, \text{see Figure 5}\]. Similarly, findings indicated that the primary theory best described the pattern of means in youths’ reports of a positive relationship with their worker \[t_{\text{contrast}}(48) = 2.10, p=.041\], but the secondary theory was not supported \[t_{\text{contrast}}(48) = 1.10, p=.096, \text{see Figure 6}\]. Thus, youth reported more satisfaction with care and the most positive relationships with their workers when their communication of negativity in full speech was congruent with the workers’ expression.
Figure 5. Youth Satisfaction Differs by Negative Communication Congruence Level with Worker. Theory 1 supported indicating that congruence in negative communication is related to higher levels of satisfaction as compared to incongruence in negative communication.

Figure 6. Youth Positive Relationship Differs by Negative Communication Congruence Level with Worker. Theory 1 supported indicating that congruence in negative communication is related to a more positive relationship with the worker as compared to incongruence in negative communication.
Discussion

This study is the first to analyze communication patterns between social service providers and youth within the child welfare system. The findings demonstrate that communication is important to both youth and workers, and likely influences and reflects both youths’ and workers’ current relationship quality and satisfaction. Moreover, multiple facets of the communicative system, including content, tone, and congruence, emerged as meaningful sources of information and promising sites for interventions to enhance social service provision and engagement on the part of both workers and TAY with regard to extended foster care services.

In contrast to some prior studies (e.g., Haskard et al., 2008; Ong, 1957), the current PCA of communication ratings yielded “super variables” that distinguished between primarily positive and primarily negative communication components, rather than differentiating between affective and instrumental features. Some theorists have argued that it may be not be valid to assume that affective and instrumental communication components are experienced as distinct dimensions (Ong, 1995). For example, a competent, efficient, helpful worker may also be a worker who is seen as caring, supportive, and warm. Indeed, the current PCA indicated that these types of positive instrumental features tended to co-occur with positive affective features yielding a global positivity component for both the worker and the youth. Likewise, a global negativity component, rather than distinct instrumental and affective dimensions of negativity, was supported by these data.
In addition to positive and negative communication components, workers and youth were also differentially responsive to full speech versus transcribed content and content-filtered tone channels of communication. Overall, youth appeared most responsive to the content of workers’ speech, particularly negative content. Despite the strength of the relations with the content channel for youth, our original hypothesis that communicative tone would be particularly important for TAY satisfaction was at least partially supported. Youth seemed to be influenced by positive and negative communicative tone coming from workers, in that they reported higher levels of satisfaction and more positive relationships when they expressed more positive communication in tone, and reported less positive and more negative relationships when the workers were more negative in their tone. In contrast, workers were not responsive to any communicative tone features as expressed by the youth. Thus, mainly the content of speech, with some contribution from nonverbal tone, seemed important for understanding the effects of workers’ communication with youth.

Relative to youth, workers appeared to be most responsive to negative communication components from the youth in the full speech channel, as compared to the channels reflecting only communicative content or tone. This disparity between workers and youth with regard to the association between different speech channels and their satisfaction and relationship quality could indicate that workers, having received direct training in communication, are more practiced at picking up on nonverbal communication, and can use cues from both content and tone in a synergistic manner to best understand if a youth is angry or anxious. However, like youth, workers also seem to
be attuned to transcription-based content, albeit less so, and this was particularly in correlations with their perceptions of positive aspects of their relationship with the youth and in their report of believing more in the youth’s competence.

The fact that youths’ satisfaction and reports of relationship quality were more strongly related to workers’ content, whereas workers were more attuned to youths’ full speech, was puzzling until considering which of these channels may best reflect the true feelings of the youth or worker. Findings illustrated that youth expressed more positive communication in full speech if their level of satisfaction with care was high. In terms of youths’ negativity in their full speech, youth tended to be more negative if they were less satisfied with care and if they reported a less positive relationship with their worker. Interestingly, in this context, youth seemed to be primarily expressing their satisfaction and relationship quality in the full speech channel as opposed to the content and tone channels, which showed no significant relations with youths’ self-reported feelings about foster care and their workers. It seems fitting, then, that workers may have been particularly attuned to negative youth communication features in full speech, since this is also the channel that was most strongly related to youths’ reports of their actual feelings about their workers and foster care.

When examining communication channels that may be most strongly associated with workers’ expressed perceptions of relationship quality with the youth, the content-only channel emerged as most strongly related to workers’ satisfaction and perceptions. Workers tended to express their belief in the youth’s competence, along with their positive and negative feelings about the youth, more strongly in the content channel (in
their words alone) as opposed to in their full speech or tone channels. In fact, the content channel was the only channel in which workers’ self-report was significantly related to their communication components. Evidence that there is a strong tie between the worker’s communicative content and her/his perceived relationship features could explain why the youth appeared substantially more attuned to workers’ expressions of negativity in the content of their communicative content, since this seems to be the channel that was most closely related to the workers’ true feelings about the youth. In cases where workers feel negatively about a youth under their care, it could be that they try to soften negative content with more neutral or positive tone. However, this result suggests that youth are indeed picking up on (and perhaps, focusing on) the negativity that workers are communicating through the content of the messages they relay to youth.

In addition to relations between individuals’ expressed speech and perceived satisfaction, this investigation was, to my knowledge, the first effort to examine dyadic communication using content-filtered speech. Findings demonstrated that dyadic communication features were generally related more strongly by the workers’ feelings about the youth than vice-versa. Workers’ reported feelings about their relationship with the youth were related to all three channels of dyadic communication in the hostile/negative composite, as well as consistently within the collaborative/positive component, whereas youths’ experiences were related somewhat inconsistently with the hostile/negative dyadic communication component.

Because workers tend to be “in control” and lead conversations with youth, it could be that these conversations more closely reflect workers’ feelings. However, this is
not to say that youth did not influence the dyadic communication— in particular, less satisfied youth were part of dyads that were rated as more hostile/negative in both the full speech and transcript channels. Youth who reported being less likely to desire staying in extended foster care were also more likely to contribute to hostile/negative content within the dyad. Therefore, it seems that workers and youth both contribute to the dyadic dynamic, with workers demonstrating a slightly stronger impact on the quality of worker-youth dyadic communication.

I had hypothesized that dyadic organizational features pertaining to collaboration, reciprocity, congruence, and rapport would be related to both youth and worker satisfaction. A priori contrasts evaluated two theoretical models that could account for findings from the evaluation of empirical congruence associations. First, a planned contrast evaluated the primary theory that congruence between workers and youth in positive and negative features would be most strongly related to satisfaction among both parties. Moreover, a secondary theory held that, when unbalanced, worker dominance would be more strongly associated with satisfaction of both the youth and worker. Importantly, although this analysis was confined to the full speech channel, the findings suggested that congruence may be important for understanding positive relationships between workers and youth.

Specifically, congruence analyses showed that workers were more satisfied with their jobs when they expressed positive dominance over the youth’s communicative contributions (i.e., the worker expressed more positive speech features than the youth). This first finding further supports the secondary theory that, in the event of dyadic
incongruence, workers’ expressions would dominate and be more deterministic of satisfaction or relationship correlates. This may reflect that, in cases where the worker is able to “carry” the conversation when a youth is not reciprocating the same level of positivity, these workers may be more satisfied with their jobs and thus better able to express the positivity that is needed by the youth.

Additional findings pertaining to communicative congruence supported the primary theory, which held that congruence in communication would be most strongly related to both youths’ and workers’ satisfaction and relationship quality. This idea coincides with past thinking about therapeutic relationships generally, and particularly in humanistic therapies, which hold that empathy and genuineness are reflected in communicative congruence (Rogers, 1957; Tudor & Worrall, 1994). Importantly, congruence in positive communication features seemed most strongly related to the worker correlates, such that workers who were in a congruent dyad with regard to positive communication ratings reported higher levels of perceived positive relationship features and a higher belief in the youth’s competence. It could be that workers who have a good relationship with a particular youth are better able to show synchrony and concordance in positivity and “mirror” youths’ communication. However, it may also be that mirroring the youth during their meeting could make workers feel more positively toward the youth and report a more positive relationship.

In contrast to workers, TAY seemed to be more sensitive to dyadic congruence in the expression of negative communication features. In these analyses, the primary theory was supported for both youth satisfaction and youth perceptions of a positive relationship.
with their worker. This is a very interesting finding, because it indicates that it may be more impactful to empathize and show congruent emotion when discussing negativity with the youth, as compared to if the worker expresses incongruent positivity (or even greater levels of negativity). Furthermore, this is consistent with Pollak and colleagues (2000) studies of bias in the processing of negative stimuli. It’s possible that, in the face of negatively biased social information processing algorithms, youth are in need of workers who can listen to the struggles they are going through and truly understand these experiences at a deeper level, instead of either trying to shift to neutral or more positive topics, or emphasizing the negative features of the youths’ situation. While this may seem to go against classical notions of unconditional positive regard, Rogers’ intent was not to say “be positive in any circumstance,” but that acceptance of one’s client and congruence with both their negative and positive experiences is necessary for therapeutic growth (Tudor & Worrall, 1994). Alternatively, it may also be true that experiencing a meeting with one’s worker that featured a high level of congruence may have influenced youth to fill out their surveys in a more positive way. However, the idea that congruence in and of itself is important to youth and worker communication could have fruitful applications in future research and practice. For example, workers could be trained to be more sensitive to, and reflective of, youths’ experiences, regardless of whether these experiences are about successes and triumphs or struggles and pitfalls.

Lastly, it is interesting to note that these findings suggest that youths’ satisfaction was closely tied to youths’ reported perceptions of relationship quality with the worker, their worker’s report about their relationship with the youth, as well as the
communicative features of both the worker and youth. Although workers’ satisfaction was related to some features of youths’ reports about their relationship with their worker and, in particular, to workers’ reports of believing in the youth’s competence, it did not show many associations with the communicative components drawn from the channels examined in this study. One explanation for this pattern is that workers may be better able to separate their satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) with their job from their interactions and communications with the youth. In contrast, relative to workers’ interactions with youth, youth’s interactions with social workers appear to be especially influential for understanding youths’ experiences in (and likely beyond) foster care.

**Strengths and Limitations**

This investigation contributes to the broader literature on interpersonal communication, particularly in service provision settings, in multiple ways. First, this study has exceptionally high ecological validity because workers and youth were recorded in their natural real-world environment, largely without intrusion as a result of the investigative frame. Thus, these conversations offer a rare glimpse into the highly confidential communications between social workers and foster youth in the child welfare system. Moreover, the obtained findings are well-suited to generalize to actual conversational dynamics between social service providers and transitioning foster youth.

Second, informed by the broader literature on patient-provider communication (Ambady et al., 2002; DiMatteo et al., 1980; Haskard et al., 2008), this study is the first to evaluate communication dynamics in the child welfare setting. Although many facets of communication may translate across medical, educational, and therapeutic settings, the
social service setting features unique elements that heighten the need and the value of investigative efforts within this specific setting. For example, while one must see a doctor intermittently in the case of illness, youth in foster care are not “required” by the demands of life to continue to see a social worker past age 18. Hence, these interactions are perhaps more volitional than the interactions between doctors and patients, or school children with their teachers. Secondly, because foster youth have often grown up in a system where they have a lack of support overall, social workers may be able to play an important role through mentoring and providing compensatory relationship connections for youth. Therefore, these findings that communication matters for youth in care, allows for useful extension of past and current work on communication in other settings to this new context, and for new investigation into when and how communication may differ for those in foster care.

Third, the present investigation is the first examine multiple speakers at the level of the social worker, the youth, and, importantly, the dyad itself, as well as across multiple communication channels, including full speech, transcribed content, and content-filtered tone. In particular, this study contributes to the literature by focusing on the organization of the conversation through congruence, instead of focusing on just the valence and content of communication, to inform better worker-youth relationships that involve empathy and reciprocity. Thus, this investigative paradigm is uniquely positioned to elucidate salient facets of communication components, and the channels through which they evidence the greatest impact, as related to both youth and worker satisfaction and perceived relationship quality. The consideration of dyadic tone by adapting traditional
content-filtering approaches to track both speakers using contemporary software constitutes a particularly novel element of this study. This approach supported the examination of communicative mutuality between worker and youth and encourages the application of this technique to communication studies in future work.

Fourth, the rating procedures accounted for practice and fatigue effects, which are all too often overlooked in communication studies. Each rater evaluated 100 cases in total, beginning with all 50 dyads, followed by either the worker or youth for the 50 cases again. This approach ensured that all raters had the same degree of familiarity with the rating process and preserved the naiveté of the judges to ensure generalizability to real world settings where workers, and especially youth, would not have extensive rating experience. Practice and fatigue effects were further reduced by randomizing the order in which cases were presented to each rater, as well as the order of the items rated within each case.

Despite multiple strengths, this study also featured limitations that necessarily qualify the interpretation and impact of the obtained findings. First, the sample size of this study was too small to support sophisticated analyses and likely undermined the statistical power to observe the predicted small effects of worker-youth communication features on satisfaction and experience in the social service setting. That said, these 51 unique dyads of workers and youth recorded in the real setting of service provision likely offered more value and insight than would a larger sample in a contrived and heavily controlled laboratory setting. Having demonstrated the feasibility of this investigative approach, future studies should expand to collect a larger, random sample of workers and
youth in communication to provide greater statistical power for detecting small effects, as well as for probing effects within and across subgroups. For example, future analyses could evaluate these patterns by gender or race/ethnicity of the worker and youth, as well as the gender or racial/ethnic congruence in the dyad. Likewise, additional characteristics of the worker (e.g., training, professional experience, and personal history) and/or youth (e.g., placement status, personal history) likely influence these communicative processes and their effects.

Second, although the reliabilities of the current ratings were substantially higher on average than those in prior publications (Haskard et al., 2009, 2007), the inter-rater reliability for some of the individual items was low, and in a few instances sufficiently poor as to warrant the exclusion of the rating item from these analyses. By definition, rating approaches maximize subjectivity and, by extension, probable validity, but they do so at the expense of reliability (Rosenthal, 2008). Although poor inter-rater reliability can compromise interpretability, it is a natural extension of the fact that different raters “pick up on” unique, perhaps distally related, elements of a construct (Haskard et al., 2009), which, in turn, may yield ratings with higher validity, despite somewhat low reliability (Martin & DiMatteo, 2013).

Third, the cross-sectional design of this investigation precluded causal or directional interpretations of the obtained findings. Consistent with transactional models of development (Smith & Thelen, 2003), it is likely that communicative features are both reflective, and evocative, of individuals’ satisfaction and experiences. Thus, it is important to interpret the obtained associations as suggestive, but not definitive, vis-à-vis
directionality of effects. Future studies would profit from a longitudinal investigative
design, wherein temporal associations between communication and satisfaction could be
more clearly delineated. Likewise, longitudinal work would clarify whether youth who
report higher rates of satisfaction and articulate an intention to remain in care, actually do
remain in care longer. This is important given prior evidence that attitudes and intentions
do not necessarily predict behavior (Kraus, 1995), and satisfaction does not necessarily
predict good service outcomes (Fenton, Jerant, Bertakis, & Franks, 2012).

Fourth, in addition to extended research designs, future intervention work that
aims to manipulate and teach communication skills to workers and youth would provide
novel opportunities to evaluate causal relations. Just as the current study sought to
translate empirical research to practice, practice can inform research and theory
development. For example, Haskard and colleagues (2008) conducted a study wherein
doctors and/or patients were randomly assigned to receive training in doctor-patient
communication practices. Results showed that the training improved patient satisfaction,
increased patient involvement, increased physician counseling about key topics such as
diet and exercise, increased physician sensitivity and increased effective communication.
In this way, intervention research can test causal hypotheses about the relation between
communication features and speakers’ satisfaction.

Finally, the current sample was drawn from a randomly selected pool of youth
and workers, but nevertheless it likely over-represented youth who were predisposed to
stay in care, and workers who were sufficiently engaged and competent to follow through
with the study, even in the absence of remuneration for their efforts. At the time of
invitation to the study, nearly 30% of the potential youth had already left the system. Thus, the remaining participants were biased toward higher service engagement. Indeed, the youth in this study had already remained in extended foster care past age 18, and many of them had done so for almost a full year at the time of the assessment. Likewise, the workers examined here were among the 60.3% who returned phone calls regarding the current study, and likely reflect an unusually attentive and responsible set of providers.

**Implications and Extensions**

Communication between social workers and foster youth may reflect and/or contribute to their job and foster care experiences, respectively. It is important to support social workers so that they can promote positive development and service engagement among TAY because they encounter numerous challenges amidst few resources as they transition from foster care to adulthood. Importantly, the observed associations between youths’ and workers’ communicative components within and across channels, as well as the relations of each to youths’ and workers’ satisfaction in the social service setting, illustrate the fundamental reciprocity and bidirectionality of provider-consumer dynamics in the social service setting.

Youth who have workers who are less negative and report a more positive relationship are more likely to be satisfied with care, and this is reflected in both their communication features and in their self-reports of satisfaction in the social service setting. In particular, youth seem sensitive to the words that workers use to communicate (i.e., communicative content), and may show a particular sensitivity to negative content –
even when accompanying tone may be positive. Furthermore, the congruence in negative communication was most important to youth, relative to the congruence in positive communication. Overall, this indicates that youth are highly sensitive to negative cues from workers in their words, and that youth may benefit from a genuine relationship where workers will discuss and express both positive and negative issues with youth.

Workers who are satisfied with their jobs are more likely to self-report positive relationships with the youth under their care, and communicate less negativity in interactions with the youth they serve. Furthermore, workers’ endorsement of believing in the youth’s competence was directly influenced by workers’ job satisfaction, and this positive belief in these youth was later found to be one of the strongest predictors of more positive and less negative interactions. This is consistent with past work showing that efforts to promote client autonomy and self-determination are associated with positive outcomes (Oliveira et al., 2012; Powers et al., 2012; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Therefore, providing support for autonomy and holding positive expectations for youth may be integral to good outcomes and effective communication. At the same time, workers are responsive to youths’ communication and experiences in the system. Workers could also detect when youth were not satisfied with their care and when youth were likely to leave care, and this was reflected in the communication between youth and workers. Workers should trust that their communications with youth are important and may influence key outcomes and service provision goals (e.g., whether or not youth are satisfied or will engage in extended foster care).
It is important that we help to inform workers and youth, and equip with the necessary tools to forge successful relationships. The efforts will ensure that workers are able to perform well and remain committed to helping foster youth, that foster youth can realize their potential with the support of new care policies that promote positive outcomes despite the challenges of transitioning from foster care to adulthood.
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